municipal airport. Today, the airport is home to the passenger terminal, closed in 1975. The enviable 8,001-foot long runway of the air
the lower left section as little white dots, kept expanding until the day the base
seen in the center of the image, were still intact, though badly deteriorated.
Glynco. When this photograph was taken, the base's iconic blimp hangars,
courses associated with military aviation. Flight Observers, communications

From the Archives:
William Kauber:
Doug Hood:
Above L to R:
Pilots' Progress
Travelers who are not sure if their ID is compliant should check with their state
compliant licenses are generally marked by a star on the top of the card.

Does your driver's license or other o
Check for the Star

cooking demonstration using our produce, or a fund raiser or someone
t organizations such as the Federal Alliance for Safe Homes (FLASH),

non-pro

The Market o
manager Robert Marascalco plan to sponsor frequent "pop-up" events.
weekend, when the days of operation will expand to
Foodies, cooks, and anyone who loves some personality served up with fresh

"The Market o
Maxey explained. "We want to promote local farmers and businesses, artisans
nearby on Frederica Road. In addition to their food o

fruit and vegetables- rejoice! Our new airport neighbor, the Farmer's Market on


Hurricane Preparedness for Your Home and Business

Sta
NOAA aircraft crew members will be on hand to share information about
mission specialist Warren Madden, USAF hurricane hunter crew members and
National Hurricane Center Director Ken Graham, hurricane specialists Dr.
Southeast Georgia residents can take advantage of a rare opportunity to arm

The best time to plan for a hurricane is long before it approaches. On May 10,

The island airport's Runway 16/34 was resurfaced using the Cold-in-Place
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands and Caribbean, and South American countries.
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